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About This Game

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is inspired by Norse mythology, more precisely, the Ragnarök! In a technological world where
humanity depends on mega-corporations like Yggdrasil, big companies know no limits, competing for the global monopoly, and

foes are at the order of the day; someone has to put a balance in the city.

Tyr, creation of Professor Oswald Din, a.k.a. O.Din, has the mission to prevent Lemuz Oki, a.k.a. L.Oki, destroy the world
order and create a new realm of chaos to seize the biggest technology company, as well as control the entire world. Tyr, with the

help of Huginn & Muninn ("thought" and "memory") and his faithful Sleipnir, he will take the summit of Valhalla to stop the
evil plans of L.Oki and his group of vikings & robots.

In a nordic cyberpunk universe where the struggle between big corporations destroys the world as we know it, a hero must bring
order in this world. In Tyr: Chains of Valhalla you can meet the climax and impetus of the Ragnarök seen from a cyberpunk

perspective.

Tyr: Chains of Valhalla is a 2.5D shooter/platformer full of power-ups, vikings, robots, awesome and difficult bosses. Tyr:
Chains of Valhalla combines 3D scenarios and bosses with 2D characters and enemies.

The time is against you! So be quick, accurate and over all, powerful! Free the city of Midgard in this epic adventure through
these amazing levels and reach the last mission... Defeat all the bosses at once!
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Title: Tyr: Chains of Valhalla
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ennui Studio
Publisher:
Ennui Studio
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Kaby Lake Core M3-7Y30 @ 2.6 GHz or AMD Athlon II X4 620 @ 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphic 615 / AMD Radeon HD 6750M

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Japanese,Portuguese
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Gameplay-wise, it is a rather simple resource management game whose mechanics are easy to grasp. While there are game over
states, they are easy to avoid through smart use of items/money. I found that it has a decent balance of teaching you what to do
and not holding your hand throughout the entire game. I recommend for those new to the genre.

Story-wise, it is alright. You have to create, raise, and harvest homunculi to try to revive your daughter. The rather sociopathic
tendencies of the MC as he slaughters the homunculi may put some people off, but it is meant to be uncomfortable. A nitpick I
do have is that the over all story just seems to fill in randomly as the game progresses, as opposed to plot being discovered at
achiements in game.

TL;DR a decent resource management game with a decent plot. 6/10

Also want to give a shoutout to nichegamer.com where I first heard about this game.. My first refund.
Those 20 minutes of Awake: Episode One present very little of the story and most of the scenes are shown in its Steam Trailer.
And this "photo-realistic" visuals are just awful when it comes to human characters: they run right into uncanny valley and stay
there. Even in static faces look very weird and in motion things get 10 times worse. Maybe VR should stick to stylized visuals in
this generation of technology). good game, I havent been playing this.
I donot know how to load the game very well. The card drop thing was corrected!

Nice to see a developer care about stuff. :)

Mind, I only got this for the cards, now I have to add a review? Will do after another look at the game. :). Very little effects and
tones, quite great limitations...
Even with A somehow cool UI, it's not practical at all.
Not recommended.. Unlike its predecessor wich was called Rake wich in my and im sure alot of other peoples opinion was
hands down amazing compared to this pile of dog♥♥♥♥♥♥that the developer calls a "game" this "game" looks like it was just
was just slapped together withought any kind of planning involved and then just abandoned. "Buy this at your own risk" .. Yes,
we get a Pac Man game because we're secretly hungering for more Rally-X content.. druids druids watcha gonna do
watcha gonna do when dey cume for you

is great tho you should play
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p.s. its buggy as hell. Got this game for free, the reviews weren't all negative and the background also got me interested so I tried
it out.
First off, this game is NOT the game you want to play if you have not played any 'old' games.

Why? because this game has the mechanics and graphics of an old game. If you are not that old enough to play those games...
Well let's just say you will definitely not enjoy this game at all.

Now on to the game. Story is relatively easy to predict up till this point of the game(2HR or so) but at the very least it's not
THAT easy to predict. You still can guess what will happen later onwards, wonder what is happening, and so on.

Not really that bad if you just want to try a random new game out, plenty of quests and apparently an world map very large. 2
hours in the game and I've just completed my first city, along with a dungeon and a quest from another city.(By first city I mean
I finished all quests in that city)

All in all I personally would recommend the game to a friend, but due to it's mechanics and graphics, not everyone will like it
for sure.
. Great strategy game. Feels like a direct port from the mobile edition, but I will need to try multiplayer before I can tell for
sure.
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Fun little fast paced side scroller ninja game. Don't expect a stealth element though. If you want that, go with Pixel Shinobi or
Mark of the Ninja.

But for what this game is, a fast pased side scrolling ninja game, it does a good job. I recommend it due to the low price..
Absolutely the worst game I have ever played.. got game for free
installed game
maps didnt even work
uninstalled game. Ok, I have not finished this game as of yet, but thus far I'm quite enjoying it.... mostly. So let us begin with
my thoughts thus far.

Presentation:
Visually this game isn't a powerhouse, its obviously going for that old school 2.5d vibe, but I'm ok with that as that is a visual
style I love. The autumn colors give this game a unique vibe when it comes to first person shooters that feels nice and
refreshing. My main issue visually are the weapon sprites, all of them are extremely high res, and though they fit thematically
and color pallet wise, I'd say its painfully obvious they need their resolution bumped down a few notches. Their overly detailed
more quake like polygonal nature just makes them stick out like a sore thumb. There's a cavern area in the first level that feels
like its very unfinished.
Audio and music here are fantastic, and despite the pixel art having a very modern feel to it the audio and music alone kinda
instill this sense of... no... this is an old game. In terms of the audio and visuals this game reminds me of hexen alot, and for the
most part, this game nails its aethsetic.

Story:
Thus far there has been little to no story, which in my opinion is a good thing. The only real hint of narrative is at the
beginning, where a short text log basically demands you find a sword with which to slaughter demons.... riveting stuff.

Gameplay:
If I had to describe this game... again thus far! I'd say imagine your average horde mode game turned into a sort of old school
fps campaign. Basically you go through expansive levels fighting hordes of monster, picking up new weapons, managing your
health and ammo supplies, and you can only finish the level once you've butchered them all. It's quite simple but quite fun and
satisfying to play, however it is quite challenging. I didn't die that often but even still I went through most of the big more
chaotic fights gritting my teeth and hoping I wouldn't die, you're often overwhelmed with droves of foes, and failure sends you
straight to the beginning of the level.

Probably my greatest frustration is the boss at the beginning of level 2... the fact you're being swarmed by enemies whilst
dealing with a boss that can teleport is bad enough, but not only is he a bit to bullet spongy and takes awhile to beat, but after
you conquer him you have an entire level to play through after that... and if you die... you have to fight him all over again. It's
quite irritating...

Regardless this is quite an enjoyable game thus far, and I can't wait to play more.

Edit:One of my original complaints with this game was the lack of ability to increase my fov, the low fov the original game have
made me feel sick. However a day or two has passed since having posted my original review and already this has been patched
in, and I would like to thank the creator for his response time, and listening to my critique. Thats awesome.. For anyone who
doesn't understnd the title of this dlc, there is a wondeful book\/documentury by Jared Diamond on the topic of Europian
supremecy. It is a really good read\/watch, and I'd recomend that any history buffs who have somehow missed it, give it a look.

en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Guns,_Germs,_and_Steel

The music pack is pretty good as well.
. Nice story, but a bit small.. Super relaxing!. Take the "20 minute adventures" to heart. It is only a twenty minute game. Don't
go into this thinking other wise. I had missed reading it until I booted the game and was both surprised and saddened that the
first chapter ended so quickly. But at the price point of only being $1 and on the sale I caught it at for only seventy cents, it
makes that pill a bit easier to swallow.
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That really is the only negative thing I have to say about it, is it's shortness. The rest are all positives and there are many. The
graphics are cute and bright. Everything is easy to see. The parser is easy and intuitive to use. Half the time one word like Look
or Push will get things going. Sometimes even just one letter is all you need to type for any number of things as it already has list
of I assume either most important or most frequently used words. You can use your mouse for somethings and just pressing a
single key on the key board will start the typing process. The music is decent, the auto save feature is great and does it quite
often on it's own and the reloading from deaths is quick and easy. The puzzles at least in this one mostly make sense in one form
or another and there is great humor to be had. And it is about Star Trek or at least science fiction so another bonus and a very
unused cast of characters, snails. ^_^

As previously stated it is rather short, but it's price point is very cheap as well and there are a few other games in the series that
continues the story and you will want to buy them all to see what happens to these characters. I would truly recommend this to
anyone who is either just starting out in point and click adventures/text adventures/parser games in general and for those who
like them, but get frustrated easily by them, as this is pretty intuitive and has a feel of holding your hand, but not coddling you.
For any vets you may just want to play it to see how easy and intuitive they really can be and with great graphics, story and
music to boot.. I cannot recommend this game at the moment simply because it keeps crashing when i try to play until this is
fixed i cant recommend this. I bought this game once when it first came out i refunded it shortly after because i the game was in
an extreme early phase, Then i re-bought the game in January it was fine i could play it because i play games like this but then
they updated it hotfix 8 or 7 when the game kept crashing over and over again the recent update they have done didn't fix this. If
you want to buy this game i recommend buying it at a later date.
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